Effects of MART1/TOPSORT Gene Positioning in Concatenated
Plasmid on Gene Expression and Detection by MEL5 T-cells.
The Results
‘SHORT’ ORFs are better
expressed
M1/TS at the N terminal were consistently
more GFP positive (29.3%, 41.3%,
44.5%, 48.4%) than those with M1/TS at
the C terminal (5.58%, 10.8%, 15.25,
68.7%) except for LONG_M1.

Background :
Recent turn of events in cancer research has improved outlook for patients, coming from 4 main fields of
immunotherapy often used in combination: cell-based therapy, cytokine-based therapy, immune
checkpoint blockade and vaccines (Christofi et al., 2019). This project aims to compare the cell surface
expression levels and immunogenicity of 2 versions of constructs with a reporter ‘sentinel peptide’
MART1/TOPSORT as a readout (Galloway et al., 2019). By combining cell culture, flow cytometry,
genetic screening, and MHC prediction, a final design for the construct in a universal melanoma vaccine
can be validated.
Collect pool of cancer
associated antigens

MHC Binding predictions

Concatenate antigen ORFs based
on binding with MART1/TOPSORT
sentinels at N or C terminals

The Strategy
Validation 1 : Flow
cytometry to
validate
expression

M1/TS at N terminal is more
immunogenic

Validation 2 : Mass
Spectrometry to
validate protein
production on cell
surface

Transfect into CaSKi cell culture
Validation 3 :
Real-time T cell
killing assay to
compare antigen
presentation and
immunogenicity

Preliminary results seem to show little
difference between the WT and transfectants
when MEL5 is applied without IL-2/IL-15. The
bottom graph compiles the average % cytolysis
at T=35h at the highest E:T ratio (5:1)
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M1_SHORT was killed most effectively,
followed by SHORT_M1, SHORT_TS,
LONG_M1/M1_LONG, LONG_TS in
descending order. The trend demonstrates
that constructs with the ‘SHORT’ version of
EVA ORFs had higher % cytolysis. Within the
‘SHORT’ cohort, M1 placed at the N
terminal was killed more effective than M1
placed at the C terminal.
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